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Abstract
This work is a case study of the formal verification and complexity analysis of some famous
probabilistic algorithms and data structures in the proof assistant Isabelle/HOL. In particular,
we consider the expected number of comparisons in randomised quicksort, the relationship
between randomised quicksort and average-case deterministic quicksort, the expected shape
of an unbalanced random Binary Search Tree, the randomised binary search trees described
by Martínez and Roura, and the expected shape of a randomised treap. The last three have,
to our knowledge, not been analysed using a theorem prover before and the last one is of
particular interest because it involves continuous distributions.

Keywords Binary search trees · Randomised data structures · Randomised algorithms ·
Quicksort · Isabelle · Interactive theorem proving

1 Introduction

This paper conducts verified analyses of a number of classic probabilistic algorithms and
data structures related to binary search trees. It is part of a continuing research programme to
formalise classic data structure analyses [28–30]. The key novel contributions of the paper
are readable (with one caveat, discussed in the conclusion) formalised analyses of

– the precise expected number of comparisons in randomised quicksort,
– the relationship between the average-case behaviour of deterministic quicksort and the

result distribution of randomised quicksort,
– the expected path length and height of a random binary search tree,
– the expected shape of a treap, which involves continuous distributions,
– the randomised binary search trees due to Martínez and Roura (‘MR trees’) [27].

The above algorithms are shallowly embedded and expressed using the Giry monad, which
allows for a natural and high-level presentation. All verifications were carried out in
Isabelle/HOL [31,32].
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After an introduction to the representation of probability theory in Isabelle/HOL, the core
content of the paper consists of four sections that analyse quicksort, random binary search
trees, randomised treaps, and MR trees, respectively. The corresponding formalisations can
be found in the Archive of Formal Proofs [8–10,16]. We then conclude with an overview of
related work and a summary of what we achieved and what could be improved.

This paper is a revised and extended version of one presented at ITP 2019 [11]. The most
substantial difference is that the previous version did not contain a discussion of MR trees.

2 Probability Theory in Isabelle/HOL

2.1 Measures and Probability Mass Functions

The foundation for measure theory (and thereby probability theory) in Isabelle/HOL was
laid by Hölzl [20]. This approach is highly general and flexible, allowing measures with
uncountably infinite support (e. g. normal distributions on the reals) and has been used for
a number of large formalisation projects related to randomisation, e. g. Ergodic theory [15],
compiling functional programs to densities [12], Markov chains and decision processes [19],
cryptographic algorithms [4], and probabilistic primality tests [39].

Initially we shall only consider probability distributions over countable sets. In Isabelle,
these are captured as probability mass functions (PMFs). A PMF is simply a function that
assigns a probability to each element, with the property that the probabilities are non-negative
and sum up to 1. For any HOL type α, the type α pmf denotes the type of all probability
distributions over values of type α with countable support.

Working with PMFs is quite pleasant, since we do not have to worry about measurability
of sets or functions. Since everything is countable, we can always choose the power set as the
measurable space, which means that any function and any set is always trivially measurable.

Later, however, we will also need to be able to express continuous distributions. For these,
there exists a type α measure, which describes a measure-theoretic measure over elements of
type α. Such ameasure is formally defined as a triple consisting of a carrier setΩ , a σ -algebra
on Ω (which we call the set of measurable sets), and a measure function μ : α → ennreal,
where ennreal is the type of extended non-negative real numbersR≥0∪{∞}. Of course, since
we only consider probability measures here, our measures will always return values between
0 and 1. To our knowledge, as of 2019, Isabelle/HOL and Lean are the only systems that have
a sufficiently general library of measure theory to handle such continuous distributions.

One problem with these general measures (which are only relevant for Sect. 5) is that
we often need to annotate the corresponding σ -algebras and prove that everything we do
with a distribution is in fact measurable. These details are unavoidable on a formal level,
but typically very uninteresting to a human: There is usually a ‘natural’ choice for these σ -
algebras and any set or operation that can be written down explicitly is typically measurable
in some adequate sense. For the sake of readability, we will therefore omit everything related
to measurability in this presentation.

Table 1 gives an overview of the notation that we use for PMFs and general measures. We
allowourselves some notational freedom in this paper: For instance, some of the operations on
general measures (such as uniform_measure) actually require another additional parameter
to specify the underlying measurable space, which we omitted here since that parameter is
clear from the context and would only make the presentation less readable.
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Table 1 Basic operations on PMFs and general measures

PMFs Measures Meaning

pmf p x Probability of x in distribution p

set_pmf p Support of p, i. e. {x | p(x) > 0}
measure_pmf.prob p X prob M X Probability of set X

measure_pmf.expectation p f expectation M f Expectation of f :: α → R

map_pmf g p distr M g Image measure under g ::α → β

pmf_of_set A uniform_measure A Uniform distribution over A

bernoulli_pmf p Weighted coin flip (p = prob. of True)

pair_pmf p q M ⊗ N Binary product measure
⊗

x∈A M(x) Indexed product measure

The variables p :: α pmf and M :: α measure denote an arbitrary PMF (resp. measure)

2.2 The Giry Monad

Specifying probabilistic algorithms compositionally requires a way to express sequential
composition of random choice. The standard way to do this is the Giry monad [14]. A
detailed explanation of this (especially in the context of Isabelle/HOL) can be found in an
earlier paper by Eberl et al. [12]. For the purpose of this paper, we only need to know that
the Giry monad provides functions

return ::α → α pmf bind ::α pmf → (α → β pmf) → β pmf

(and analogously for α measure) where return x gives us the singleton distribution where x
is chosen with probability 1 and bind p f composes two distributions in the intuitive sense
of randomly choosing a value x according to the distribution p and then returning a value
randomly chosen according to the distribution f (x).

For better readability, Isabelle supports a Haskell-like do-notation as syntactic sugar for
bind operations where e. g.

bind A (λx . bind B (λy. return (x + y)))

can be written succinctly as

do {x ← A; y ← B; return (x + y)} .

3 Quicksort

We now show how to define and analyse quicksort [17,37] (in its functional representation)
within this framework. Since all of the randomisation is discrete in this case, we can restrict
ourselves to PMFs for the moment.

For the sake of simplicity (and because it relates to binary search trees, which we will
treat later), we shall only treat the case of sorting lists without repeated elements. (See the
end of this section for further discussion of this point.)

As is well known, quicksort has quadratic worst-case performance if the pivot is chosen
poorly. Using the true median as the pivot would solve this, but is impractical. Instead, a
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simple alternative is to choose the pivot randomly, which is the variant that we shall analyse
first.

3.1 Randomised Quicksort

Intuitively, the good performance of randomised quicksort can be explained by the fact that
a random pivot will usually not be among the most extreme values of the list, but somewhere
in the middle, which means that, on average, the size of the lists is reduced significantly in
every recursion step.

To make this more rigorous, let us look at the definition of the algorithm in Isabelle.
Note that the algorithm returns not only the result, but a pair of the result and the number of
comparisons that it made in total:

Definition 1 (Randomised quicksort)

rquicksort R xs =
if xs = [ ] then

return ([ ], 0)
else do {

i ← pmf_of_set {0 . . . |xs| − 1}
let x = xs ! i and xs ′ = delete_index i xs

(ls,m) ← rquicksort R [y | y ← xs ′, (y, x) ∈ R]
(rs, n) ← rquicksort R [y | y ← xs ′, (y, x) /∈ R]
return (ls@ [x] @ rs, m + n + |xs| − 1)

}
Here, @ denotes list concatenation and xs ! i denotes the i th element of the list xs, where
0 ≤ i < |xs|. The delete_index function removes the i th element of a list, and the parameter
R is a linear ordering represented as a set of pairs.

It is easy to prove that all of the lists that can be returned by the algorithm are sorted
w. r. t. R. The base case makes 0 comparisons and the recursive case makes |xs| − 1+m + n
comparisons, where m and n are the numbers of comparisons made by the recursive calls.
This could easily be encapsulated in a resource monad (as we have done elsewhere [30] for
more complex code), but it is not worth the effort in this case.

For an element x and some list xs, we call the number of elements of xs that are smaller
than x the rank of x w. r. t. xs. In lists with distinct elements, each element can clearly be
uniquely identified by either its index in the list or its rank w. r. t. that list, so choosing an
element uniformly at random, choosing an index uniformly at random, or choosing a rank
uniformly at random are all interchangeable.

In the above algorithm, the length of ls is simply the rank r of the pivot, and the length of
rs is simply |xs| − 1 − r , so choosing the pivot uniformly at random means that the length
of ls is also distributed uniformly between 0 and |xs| − 1. From this, we can see that the
distribution of the number of comparisons does not actually depend on the content of the
list or the ordering R at all, but only on the length of the list, and we can find the following
recurrence for it:

Definition 2 (Cost of randomised quicksort)

rqs_cost 0 = return 0
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rqs_cost (n + 1) =
do {

r ← pmf_of_set {0 . . . n}
a ← rqs_cost r

b ← rqs_cost (n − r)

return (n + a + b)

}
We then have the following relationship between rquicksort and rqs_cost:

Theorem 1 Let R be a linear ordering on some set A and let xs be a list of distinct elements
from A. Then:

map_pmf snd (rquicksort R xs) = rqs_cost |xs| (1)

In other words: Projecting out the number of comparisons from our cost-aware randomised
quicksort yields the distribution given by rqs_cost.

Proof Theproof is a fairly simple one, but it is instructive to show it in somedetail nevertheless
in order to convey to the reader how such proofs can be done in a formal setting. We will
rewrite the distributions in question step by step, with each intermediate expression closely
mirroring the formal proof in Isabelle.

We show (1) by induction over xs, following the recursive definitions of rquicksort and
rqs_cost. The base case—an empty list—is obvious. For the induction step, we fix a non-
empty list xs and assume as the induction hypothesis that (1) already holds for any proper
sublist of xs. From this, we now need to show that (1) holds for xs as well.

To do this, we first consider the left-hand side of (1), unfold one step of the recursive
definition of rquicksort, and use the fact that map_pmf distributes over bind and return to
arrive at the following expression:

do {
i ← pmf_of_set {0 . . . |xs| − 1}
let x = xs ! i and xs ′ = delete_index i xs

(ls,m) ← rquicksort R [y | y ← xs ′, (y, x) ∈ R]
(rs, n) ← rquicksort R [y | y ← xs ′, (y, x) /∈ R]
return (m + n + |xs| − 1)

}
Next, we note that since the lists resulting from the recursive calls (ls and rs) are not used at
all, the last three lines can be rearranged into the following form:

m ← map_pmf snd (rquicksort R [y | y ← xs ′, (y, x) ∈ R])
n ← map_pmf snd (rquicksort R [y | y ← xs ′, (y, x) /∈ R])
return (m + n + |xs| − 1)

Applying the induction hypothesis, this simplifies to:

m ← rqs_cost
∣
∣[y | y ← xs ′, (y, x) ∈ R]∣∣

n ← rqs_cost
∣
∣[y | y ← xs ′, (y, x) /∈ R]∣∣
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return (m + n + |xs| − 1)

Next, let rk (y) = |{z ∈ xs \ {y} | (z, y) ∈ R}| denote the rank of a list element y, i. e. how
many elements in the list xs are strictly smaller than it. Then it is clear that the lists in the
recursive calls have lengths rk (xs ! i) and |xs| − rk (xs ! i) − 1, respectively, since R is linear
and xs has distinct elements. With this, our whole expression is now:

do {
i ← pmf_of_set {0 . . . |xs| − 1}
m ← rqs_cost (rk (xs ! i))
n ← rqs_cost (|xs| − rk (xs ! i) − 1)

return (m + n + |xs| − 1)

}
This already looks almost identical to the recursion step of rqs_cost, but we still have to
eliminate the ranks. In order to do this, we note that i itself is not used in the last three lines
anymore; only rk (xs ! i) is. We can therefore move the step from i to rk (xs ! i) to the front
like this:

r ← map_pmf (λi . rk (xs ! i)) (pmf_of_set {0 . . . |xs| − 1})
m ← rqs_cost r

n ← rqs_cost (|xs| − r − 1)

return (m + n + |xs| − 1)

Next, we note that because xs has no repeated elements, λi . xs ! i is a bijection between
{0 . . . |xs| − 1} and the elements of xs. Moreover, because R is a linear ordering, rk is a
bijection between the elements of xs and {0 . . . |xs| − 1}. Combining these facts, we obtain
that λi . rk (xs ! i) is a permutation of the set {0 . . . |xs| − 1}, so that the first line above can be
simplified to just

r ← pmf_of_set {0 . . . |xs| − 1}
since the uniform distribution is invariant under permutation. Comparing this to the recursive
step in the definition of rqs_cost, we note that this is precisely what we had to show. ��

Next, we will attempt to determine the expected value of rqs_cost, which we shall denote
by Q(n). The recursive definition of rqs_cost directly leads us to the recurrence

Q(n + 1) = n + 1

n + 1

(
n∑

i=0

Q(i) + Q(n − i)

)

,

or, equivalently,

Q(n + 1) = n + 2

n + 1

(
n∑

i=0

Q(i)

)

.

This is often called the quicksort recurrence. Cichoń [6] gave a simple way of solving this
by turning it into a linear recurrence

Q(n + 1)

n + 2
= 2n

(n + 1)(n + 2)
+ Q(n)

n + 1
,
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which gives us

Q(n)

n + 1
= 2

n∑

k=1

k − 1

k(k + 1)
= 4Hn+1 − 2Hn − 4

by telescoping and thereby the closed-form solution

Q(n) = 2(n + 1)Hn − 4n ,

where Hn is the nth harmonic number.We can use thewell-known asymptotics Hn ∼ ln n+γ

(where γ ≈ 0.5772 is the Euler–Mascheroni constant) from the Isabelle library and obtain
that the expected number of comparisons fulfils Q(n) ∼ 2n ln n.

Remember, however, that we only considered lists with no repeated elements. If there
are repeated elements, the performance of the above algorithm can deteriorate to quadratic
time. This can be fixed easily by using a three-way partitioning function instead, although
this makes things slightly more complicated since the number of comparisons made now
depends on the content of the list and not just its length. The only real difference in the cost
analysis is that the lists in the recursive call no longer simply have lengths r and n − r − 1,
but can also be shorter if the pivot is contained in the list more than once. We can still show
that the expected number of comparisons is at most Q(n) in much the same way as before
(and our entry [9] in the Archive of Formal Proofs does contain that proof), but we shall not
go into more detail here.

Comparing our proof to those in the literature, note that both Cormen et al. [7] and
Knuth [24] also restrict their analysis to distinct elements. Cormen et al. use a non-
compositional approachwith indicator variables and only derive the logarithmic upper bound,
whereas Knuth’s analysis counts the detailed number of different operations made by a par-
ticular implementation of the algorithm in MIX. His general approach is very similar to the
one presented here.

3.2 Average-Case of Non-Randomised Quicksort

The above results carry over directly to the average-case analysis of non-randomised quicksort
(again, we will only consider lists with distinct elements). Here, the pivot is chosen deter-
ministically; we always choose the first element for simplicity. This gives us the following
definitions of quicksort and its cost:

Definition 3 (Deterministic quicksort and its cost)

quicksort R [ ] = [ ]
quicksort R (x # xs) = quicksort R [y | y ← xs, (y, x) ∈ R] @

[x] @ quicksort R [y | y ← xs, (y, x) /∈ R]
qs_cost R [ ] = 0

qs_cost R (x # xs) = |xs| +
qs_cost R [y | y ← xs, (y, x) ∈ R] + qs_cost R [y | y ← xs, (y, x) /∈ R]

Interestingly, the number of comparisonsmade on a randomly-permuted input list has exactly
the same distribution as the number of comparisons in randomised quicksort from before. The
underlying idea is that when randomly permuting the input, the randomness can be ‘deferred’
to the first point where an element is actually inspected, which means that choosing the first
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element of a randomly-permuted list as the pivot is equivalent to choosing the pivot uniformly
at random.

The formal proof of this starts by noting that choosing a random permutation of a non-
empty finite set A is the same as first choosing the first list element x ∈ A uniformly at
random and then choosing a random permutation of A \ {x} as the remainder of the list,
allowing us to pull out the pivot selection. Then, we note that taking a random permutation of
A \ {x} and partitioning it into elements that are smaller and bigger than x is the same as first
partitioning the set A \ {x} into {y ∈ A \ {x} | (y, x) ∈ R} and {y ∈ A \ {x} | (y, x) /∈ R}
and choosing independent random permutations of these sets.

This last step, which interchanges partitioning and drawing a random permutation, is
probably the most crucial one and one that we will need again later, so we present the
corresponding lemma in full here. Let partition P xs be the function that splits the list xs into
the pair of sub-sequences that satisfy (resp. do not satisfy) the predicate P . Then, we have:

Lemma 1 (Partitioning a randomly permuted list) Let A be a finite set. Then:

map_pmf (partition P) (pmf_of_set (permutations_of_set A)) =
pair_pmf (pmf_of_set (permutations_of_set {x ∈ A | P x}))

(pmf_of_set (permutations_of_set {x ∈ A | ¬P x}))
Here, the function permutations_of_set A returns the set of all permutations of the given
finite set A, i. e. the set of all lists that contain each element of A exactly once. The lemma
is easily proven directly by extensionality, i. e. fixing permutations xs of {x ∈ A | P x} and
ys of {x ∈ A | ¬P x}, computing their probabilities in the two distributions and noting that
they are the same.

With this, the proof of the following theorem is just a straightforward induction on the
recursive definition of rqs_cost:

Theorem 2 (Cost distribution of randomised quicksort) For every linear order R on a finite
set A, we have:

map_pmf (qs_cost R) (pmf_of_set (permutations_of_set A)) = rqs_cost |A|
Thus, the cost distribution of deterministic quicksort applied to a randomly permuted list

(with distinct elements) is the same as that of randomised quicksort applied to any list of the
same size (with distinct elements). In particular, the asymptotic results about the expectation
of rqs_cost carry over directly.

4 Random Binary Search Trees

4.1 Preliminaries

We now turn to another average-case complexity problem that is somewhat related to quick-
sort, though not in an obvious way. We consider node-labelled binary trees, defined by the
algebraic datatype

datatype α tree = Leaf | Node (α tree) α (α tree) .

We denote Leaf by 〈〉 and Node l x r by 〈l, x, r〉. Given some linear ordering on the values
at the nodes, we say that the tree is a binary search tree (BST) if, for every node with some
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element x , all of the values in the left sub-tree are smaller than x and all of the values in the
right sub-tree are larger than x .

Inserting elements can be done by performing a search and, if the element is not already
in the tree, adding a node at the leaf at which the search ends. We denote this operation by
bst_insert. Note that these are simple, unbalanced BSTs and our analysis will focus on what
happens when elements are inserted into them in random order. We call the tree that results
from adding elements of a set A to an initially empty BST in random order a random BST.
This can also be seen as a kind of ‘average-case’ analysis of BSTs.

To analyse randomBSTs, let us first examinewhat happenswhenwe insert a list of distinct
elements into an empty BST from left to right; formally:

Definition 4 (Inserting a list of elements into a BST)

bst_of_list xs = fold bst_insert xs 〈〉
Let x be the first element of the list. This element will become the root of the tree and will

never move again. Similarly, the next element will become either the left or right child of x
and will then also never move again and so on. It is also clear that no elements greater than x
will end up in the left sub-tree of x at any point in the process, and no elements smaller than
it in its right sub-tree. This leads us to the following recurrence for bst_of_list:

Lemma 2 (Recurrence for bst_of_list)

bst_of_list [ ] = 〈〉
bst_of_list (x # xs) =

〈bst_of_list [y | y ← xs, y < x], x, bst_of_list [y | y ← xs, y > x]〉
We can now formally define our notion of ‘random BST’:

Definition 5 (Random BSTs)

rbst A = map_pmf bst_of_list (pmf_of_set (permutations_of_set A))

By re-using Lemma 1, we easily get the following recurrence:

Lemma 3 (A recurrence for random BSTs)

rbst A =
if A = {} then return 〈〉 else do {

x ← pmf_of_set A

l ← rbst {y ∈ A | y < x}
r ← rbst {y ∈ A | y > x}
return 〈l, x, r〉

}
We can now analyse some of the properties of such a random BST. In particular, we will

look at the expected height and the expected internal path length, and we will start with the
latter since it is easier.

4.2 Internal Path Length

The internal path length (IPL) is essentially the sum of the lengths of all the paths from the
root of the tree to each node. Alternatively, one can think of it as the sum of all the level
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numbers of the nodes in the tree, where the root is on the 0th level, its immediate children
are on the first level etc.

One reason why this number is important is that it is related to the time it takes to access
a random element in the tree: the number of steps required to access some particular element
x is equal to the number of that element’s level, so if one chooses a random element in the
tree, the average number of steps needed to access it is exactly the IPL divided by the size of
the tree.

The IPL can be defined recursively by noting that ipl 〈〉 = 0 and ipl 〈l, x, r〉 = ipl l +
ipl r + |l| + |r |. With this, we can show the following theorem by a simple induction over
the recurrence for rbst:

Theorem 3 (Internal path length of a random BST)

map_pmf ipl (rbst A) = rqs_cost |A|
Thus, the IPL of a randomBST has the exact same distribution as the number of comparisons
in randomised quicksort, which we already analysed before. This analysis was also carried
out by Ottman and Widmayer [33], who also noted its similarity to the analysis of quicksort.

4.3 Height

The height h(t) of a random BST is more difficult to analyse. By our definition, an empty
tree (i. e. a leaf) has height 0, and the height of a non-empty tree is the maximum of the
heights of its left and right sub-trees, plus one. It is easy to show that the height distribution
only depends on the number of elements and not their actual content, so let H(n) denote the
height of a random BST with n nodes.

The asymptotics of its expectation and variancewere found byReed [35], who showed that
E[H(n)] = α ln n −β ln ln n + O(1) and Var[H(n)] ∈ O(1) where α ≈ 4.311 is the unique
real solution ofα ln(2e/α) = 1withα ≥ 2 andβ = 3α/(2α−2) ≈ 1.953. The proof of this is
quite intricate, so wewill restrict ourselves to showing that E[H(n)] ≤ 3

ln 2 ln n ≈ 4.328 ln n,
which is enough to see that the expected height is logarithmic.

Before going into a precise discussion of the proof, let us first undertake a preliminary
exploration of how we can analyse the expectation of H(n). The base cases H(0) = 0 and
H(1) = 1 are obvious. For any n > 1, the recursion formula for rbst suggests:

E[H(n)] = 1 + 1

n

n−1∑

k=0

E[max(H(k), H(n − k − 1))]

Themax term is somewhat problematic, since the expectation of themaximumof two random
variables is, in general, difficult to analyse. A relatively obvious bound is E[max(A, B)] ≤
E[A] + E[B], but that will only give us

E[H(n)] ≤ 1 + 1

n

n−1∑

k=0

(E[H(k)] + E[H(n − k − 1)])

and if we were to use this to derive an explicit upper bound on E[H(n)] by induction, we
would only get the trivial upper bound E[H(n)] ≤ n.

A trick suggested e. g. by Cormen et al. [7] (which they attribute to Javed Aslam [1]) is to
instead use the exponential height (which we shall denote by eheight) of the tree, which, in
terms of h(t), is defined as 0 for a leaf and 2h(t)−1 for a non-empty tree. This turns out to be
enough to obtain a relatively precise upper bound.
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The advantage of switching to the exponential height is that it decreases the error that we
make when we bound E[max(A, B)] by E[A]+E[B]. Intuitively, the reason why this works
is that the error that we make is precisely E[min(A, B)]. Switching to the exponential height
means that the values of A and B will differ muchmore inmost cases. Consequently, the error
of magnitude min(A, B) that we make when approximating max(A, B) is less significant.
For illustration, in the case where A and B are uniformly distributed between 1 and 20,
approximating E[max(A, B)] by E[A+ B] leads to an error of 52%, whereas approximating
it with log2 E[2A + 2B] only deviates by 0.64%.

Now let H̃(n) be the exponential height of a random BST. Since x �→ 2x is convex, any
upper bound on H̃(n) can be used to derive an upper bound on H(n) by Jensen’s inequality:

2E[H(n)] = 2 · 2E[H(n)−1] ≤ 2E[2H(n)−1] = 2E[H̃(n)]
Therefore, we have

E[H(n)] ≤ log2 E[H̃(n)] + 1 .

In particular, a polynomial upper bound on E[H̃(n)] directly implies a logarithmic upper
bound on E[H(n)].

It remains to analyse E[H̃(n)] and find a polynomial upper bound for it. As a first
step, note that if l and r are not both empty, the exponential height satisfies the recurrence
eheight 〈l, x, r〉 = 2 ·max (eheight l) (eheight r). When we combine this with the recurrence
for rbst, the following recurrence for H̃(n) suggests itself:

Definition 6 (The exponential height of a random BST)

eheight_rbst 0 = return 0

eheight_rbst 1 = return 1

n > 1 �⇒ eheight_rbst n =
do {

k ← pmf_of_set {0 . . . n − 1}
h1 ← eheight_rbst k

h2 ← eheight_rbst (n − k − 1)

return (2 · max h1 h2)

}
Showing that this definition is indeed the correct one can be done by a straightforward
induction following the recursive definition of rbst:

Lemma 4 (Correctness of eheight_rbst)

finite A �⇒ eheight_rbst |A| = map_pmf eheight (rbst A)

Using this, we note that for any n > 1:

E[H̃(n)] = 2

n

n−1∑

k=0

E[max(H̃(k), H̃(n − k − 1))]

≤ 2

n

n−1∑

k=0

E[H̃(k) + H̃(n − k − 1)]
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= 2

n

(
n−1∑

k=0

E[H̃(k)] +
n−1∑

k=0

E[H̃(n − k − 1)]
)

= 4

n

n−1∑

k=0

E[H̃(k)]

However, we still have to find a suitable polynomial upper bound to complete the induction
argument. If we had some polynomial P(n) that fulfils 0 ≤ P(0), 1 ≤ P(1), and the
recurrence P(n) = 4

n

∑n−1
k=0 P(k) , the above recursive estimate for E[H̃(n)] would directly

imply E[H̃(n)] ≤ P(n) by induction. Cormen et al. give the following polynomial, which
satisfies all these conditions and makes everything work out nicely:

P(n) = 1

4

(
n + 3

3

)

= 1

24
(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3)

Putting all of these together gives us the following theorem:

Theorem 4 (Asymptotic expectation of H(n))

E[H(n)] ≤ log2 E[H̃(n)] + 1 ≤ log2 P(n) + 1 ∼ 3

ln 2
ln n

5 Treaps

As we have seen, BSTs have the nice property that even without any explicit balancing, they
tend to be fairly balanced if elements are inserted into them in random order. However, if,
for example, the elements are instead inserted in ascending order, the tree degenerates into
a list and no longer has logarithmic height. One interesting way to prevent this is to use a
randomised treap instead, which we shall introduce and analyse now.

5.1 Definition

A treap is a binary tree in which every node contains both a ‘payload’ element and an
associated priority (which, in our case, will always be a real number). A treap must be a BST
w. r. t. the ‘payload’ elements and a heap w. r. t. the priorities (i. e. the root of any subtree is
always a node with minimal priority in that subtree). This kind of structure was first described
byVuillemin [41] (who called it aCartesian tree) and independently studied further by Seidel
and Aragon [38], who noticed its relationship to random BSTs. Due to space constraints, we
shall not go into how insertion of elements (denoted by ins) works, but it is fairly easy to
implement.

An interesting consequence of these treap conditions is that, as long as all of the priorities
are distinct, the shape of a treap is uniquely determined by the set of its elements and their
priorities. Since the sub-trees of a treap must also be treaps, this uniqueness property follows
by induction and we can construct this unique treap for a given set using the following simple
algorithm:

Lemma 5 (Constructing the unique treap for a set) Let A be a set of pairs of type α×Rwhere
the second components are all distinct. Then there exists a unique treap treap_of A whose
elements are precisely A, and it satisfies the recurrence

treap_of A =
if A = {} then 〈〉 else

let x = arg_min_on snd A
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in 〈treap_of {y ∈ A | fst y < fst x}, x, treap_of {y ∈ A | fst y > fst x}〉
where arg_min_on f A is some a ∈ A such that f (a) is minimal on A. In our case the choice
of a is unique by assumption.

This is very similar to the recurrence for bst_of _list that we saw earlier. In fact, it is easy to
prove that if we forget about the priorities in the treap and consider it as a simple BST, the
resulting tree is exactly the same as if we had first sorted the keys by increasing priority and
then inserted them into an empty BST in that order. Formally, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 6 (Connection between treaps and BSTs) Let p be an injective function that asso-
ciates a priority to each element of a list xs. Then

map_tree fst (treap_of {(x, p(x)) | x ∈ set xs}) = bst_of_list (sort_key p xs) ,

where sort_key sorts a list in ascending order w. r. t. the given priority function.

Proof By induction over xs ′ := sort_key p xs, using the fact that sorting w. r. t. distinct
priorities can be seen as a selection sort: The list xs ′ consists of the unique minimum-priority
element x , followed by sort_key p (remove1 x xs), where remove1 deletes the first occurrence
of an element from a list.

With this and Lemma 2, the recursion structure of the right-hand side is exactly the same
as that of the treap_of function from Lemma 5. ��

This essentially allows us to build a BST that behaves as if we inserted the elements by
ascending priority regardless of the order in which they were actually inserted. In particular,
we can assign each element a random priority upon its insertion, which turns our treap (a
deterministic data structure for values of type α × R) into a randomised treap, which is a
randomised data structure for values of type α that has the same distribution (modulo the
priorities) as a random BST with the same content.

One caveat is that for all the results so far, we assumed that no two distinct elements have
the same priority, and, of course, without that assumption, we lose all these nice properties. If
the priorities in our randomised treap are chosen from some discrete probability distribution,
there will always be some non-zero probability that they are not distinct. For this reason,
treaps are usually described in the literature as using a continuous distribution (e. g. uniformly-
distributed real numbers between 0 and 1), even though this cannot be implemented faithfully
on an actual computer. We shall do the same here, since it makes the analysis much easier.1

The argument goes as follows:

1. Choosing the priority of each element randomly whenwe insert it is the same as choosing
all the priorities beforehand (i. i. d. at random) and then inserting the elements into the
treap deterministically.

2. By the theorems above, this is the same as choosing the priorities i. i. d. at random, sorting
the elements by increasing priority, and then inserting them into a BST in that order.

3. By symmetry considerations, choosing priorities i. i. d. for all elements and then looking
at the linear ordering defined by these priorities is the same as choosing one of the n!
possible linear orderings uniformly at random.

1 In fact, any non-discrete probability distribution works, where by ‘non-discrete’ we mean that all single-
ton sets have probability 0. In the formalisation, however, we restricted ourselves to the case of a uniform
distribution over a real interval.
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4. Sorting a list according to a uniformly random linear ordering is the same as choosing a
random permutation of the list uniformly at random.

5. Thus, inserting a list of elements into a randomised treap is the same as inserting them
into a BST in random order.

5.2 TheMeasurable Space of Trees

One complication when formalising treaps that is typically not addressed in pen-and-paper
accounts is that since we will randomise over priorities, we need to talk about continuous
distributions of trees, i. e. distributions of type (α × R) tree measure. For example, if we
insert the element x into an empty treap with a priority that is uniformly distributed between
0 and 1, we get a distribution of trees with the shape 〈〈〉, (x, p), 〈〉〉 where p is uniformly
distributed between 0 and 1.

In order to be able to express this formally, we need a way to lift somemeasurable spaceM
to a measurable space T(M) of trees with elements from M attached to their nodes. Formally,
this T is an endofunctor in the category of measurable spaces; it maps a measurable space of
elements to a correspondingmeasurable space of binary trees over those elements. Of course,
we cannot just pick anymeasurable space: for our treap operations to be well-defined, all the
basic tree operations need to be measurable w. r. t. T(M); in particular:

– the constructors Leaf and Node, i. e. we need {Leaf } ∈ T(M) and Nodemust be T(M) ⊗
M ⊗ T(M)–T(M)-measurable

– the projection functions (selecting the value / left sub-tree / right sub-tree of a node) must
be measurable; e. g. selecting a node’s value must be (T(M) \ {Leaf })–M-measurable

– primitively recursive functions involving only measurable operations must also be mea-
surable; we will need this, for example, to show that the treap insertion operation is
M ⊗ B ⊗ T(M ⊗ B)–T(M ⊗ B)-measurable (where B is the Borel σ -algebra of R).2

We can construct such ameasurable space by taking the σ -algebra that is generated by certain
cylinder sets: consider a tree whose nodes each have an M-measurable set attached to them.
Then this tree can be ‘flattened’ into the set of trees of the same shape where each node has
a single value from the corresponding set in t attached to it. Then we define T(M) to be the
measurable space generated by all these cylinder sets.

To make this more formal, consider the following definitions in Isabelle:

trees_cyl :: α set tree → α tree set

trees_cyl 〈〉 = {〈〉}
trees_cyl 〈L, X , R〉 =

⋃

l∈trees_cyl L

⋃

x∈X

⋃

r∈trees_cyl R
{〈l, x, r〉}

tree_sigma :: α measure → α tree measure

tree_sigma M = sigma (trees (space M)) {trees_cyl t | t ∈ trees (sets M)}
The function trees A simply returns the set of all trees where each node is restricted to having
elements from A. The functions space and sets return the carrier set and the σ -algebra of a

2 We also need the ‘<’ operation on M to be measurable w. r. t. M for this to work. In our case, this will not
be an issue, since we only have finitely many elements to insert into our tree so that we can choose the carrier
of M to be finite. Then, we can always use the discrete (or power set) σ -algebra 2M , for which all functions
are measurable.
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given measurable space. The function sigma A Σ constructs a measurable space with the
given carrier set A and the σ -algebra generated by the set Σ .3

The function trees_cyl constructs a cylinder set; it performs the above-mentioned ‘flatten-
ing’.4 The function trees_sigma then corresponds to the functor T; it simply constructs the
σ -algebra generated by all the cylinder sets.

Given these definitions, proving that all the above-mentioned operations are indeed mea-
surable is then straightforward, albeit somewhat tedious.

5.3 Randomisation

Having taken care of the measure-theoretic background, we can now talk about randomised
treaps. In order to achieve a good height distribution on average, the priorities of a treap
must be random and independent of one another. In practice, we do not know how many
elements will be inserted into the tree in advance, so we need to draw the priority to assign
to an element when we insert it. Consequently, insertion is now a randomised operation.

Definition 7 (Randomised insertion into a treap)

rins :: α → α treap → α treap measure

rins x t = do {p ← uniform_measure {0 . . . 1}; return (ins x p t)}
Since we would like to analyse what happens when we insert a large number of elements
into an initially empty treap, we also define the following ‘bulk insert’ operation that inserts
a list of elements into a treap from left to right:

rinss ::α list → α treap → α treap measure

rinss [ ] t = return t

rinss (x # xs) t = do {t ′ ← rins x t; rinss xs t ′}
Note that, from now on, we will again assume that all of the elements that we insert are
distinct. This is not really a restriction, since inserting an element a second time does not
change the tree at all, so we can just drop any duplicates from the list without changing the
result. Similarly, the uniqueness property of treaps means that after deleting an element, the
resulting treap is exactly the same as if the element had never been inserted in the first place,
so even though we only analyse the case of insertions without duplicates, this extends to any
sequence of insertion and deletion operations (although we do not show this explicitly).

The main result shall be that after inserting a certain number of distinct elements into
the treap and then forgetting their priorities, we get a BST that is distributed identically to a
randomBSTwith the same elements, i. e. the treap behaves as if we had inserted the elements
in random order. Formally, this can be expressed like this:

Theorem 5 (Connecting randomised treaps to random BSTs)

distr (rinss xs 〈〉) (map_tree fst) = rbst (set xs)

3 Some readers may wonder why tree_sigma operates on the measure type – which we introduced before as
the type for measure spaces—even though it abstractly operates on measurable spaces, not measure spaces.
The reason for this is simply that, for convenience, Isabelle’s probability theory library identifies measurable
spaces with measure spaces where the measure function is ignored.
4 Readers familiar with Haskell might find this easier to visualise by thinking of trees_cyl as the sequence
operation in the Set monad, i. e. sequence ::Tree (Set a) → Set (Tree a) .
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Proof Let U denote the uniform distribution of real numbers between 0 and 1 and UA denote
a vector of i. i. d. distributions U, indexed by A:

U := uniform_measure {0 . . . 1} UA :=
⊗

A
U

Thefirst step is to show that our bulk-insertion operation rinss is equivalent tofirst choosing
random priorities for all the elements at once and then inserting them all (with their respective
priorities) deterministically:

rinss xs t = distr U set xs (λp. foldl (λt x . ins x (p(x)) t) t xs)

= distr U set xs (λp. treap_of [(x, p(x)) | x ← xs])
The first equality is proved by induction over xs, pulling out one insertion in the induction
step and moving the choice of the priority to the front. This is intuitively obvious, but the
formal proof is nonetheless rather tedious, mostly because of the issue of having to prove
measurability in every single step. The second equality follows from the uniqueness of treaps.

Next, we note that the priority function returned by U set xs is almost surely injective, so
we can apply Lemma 6 and get, all in all:

distr (rinss xs 〈〉) (map_tree fst) =
distr U set xs (λp. bst_of_list (sort_key p xs))

The next key lemma is the following, which holds for any finite set A:

distr UA (linorder_from_keys A) = uniform_measure (linorders_on A)

This essentially says that choosing priorities for all elements of A and then looking at the
ordering on A that these priorities induce will give us the uniform distribution on all the |A|!
possible linear ordering relations on A. In particular, thismeans that the resulting orderwill be
linear with probability 1, i. e. the priorities will almost surely be injective. The proof of this is
a simple symmetry argument: given any two linear orderings R and R′ of A, we can find some
permutation π of A that maps R′ to R. However, UA is stable under permutation. Therefore,
R and R′ have the same probability, and since this holds for all R, R′, the distribution must
be the uniform distribution.

This brings us to the last step: Proving that sorting our list of elements by random priorities
and then inserting them into a BST is the same as inserting them in random order (in the
sense of inserting them in the order given by a randomly-permuted list):

distr U set xs (λp. bst_of_list (sort_key p xs)) =
distr (uniform_measure (permutations_of_set (set xs))) bst_of_list

Here we use the fact that priorities chosen uniformly at random induce a uniformly random
linear ordering, and that sorting a list with such an ordering produces permutations of that
list uniformly at random. The proof of this involves little more than rearranging and using
some obvious lemmas on sort_key etc. Now the right-hand side is exactly the definition of a
random BST (up to a conversion between pmf and measure), which concludes the proof. ��

In the real world, generating ideal real numbers at random as we assumed is, of course,
impractical.Another, simpler solutionwould be to use integers fromafinite range as priorities.
This is not a faithful implementation, but Seidel and Aragon themselves already provided
an analysis of this in which they prove that if the integer range is reasonably large, the
randomised treaps still work as intended except for a small probability even if the priorities
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are not fully independent. This analysis could probably be added to our formalisation with a
moderate amount of effort; however, we considered this to be out of scope for this work.

6 Randomised BSTs

Another approach to use randomisation in order to obtain a tree data structure that behaves
essentially like a random BST irrespectively of the order of insertion are the Randomised
BSTs introduced by Martínez and Roura [27]. We will call themMR trees from now on. The
key difference between randomised treaps and MR trees is the following:

In treaps, the randomness lies in the priorities associated with each entry. This priority is
chosen once for each key and never modified. The algorithms that operate on the tree itself
(insertion, deletion, etc.) are completely deterministic; their randomness comes only from
the random priorities that were chosen in advance.

In MR trees, on the other hand, there is no extra information associated to the nodes. The
randomness is introduced through coin flips in every recursive step of the tree operations
(insertion, deletion, etc). Unlike with treaps, the results of these random choices are not
stored in the tree at all (although they do, of course, influence the structure of the resulting
tree). Another important difference is that, seeing as they are coin flips, the random choices
that are made are discrete.

Note thatwhilewe said above thatMR trees do not contain any additional new information,
it is necessary to add cached information for an efficient implementation: the precise coin
weights at each step depend on the total number of nodes in the current sub-tree. Since this
number takes linear time to compute and we are aiming for logarithmic time, it needs to
be cached in each node. However, unlike with treaps, this can be ignored completely in the
correctness analysis of the algorithm. It could easily be added in a refinement step later on.

On an abstract level, we can therefore simply seeMR trees as normal BSTs. All operations
on MR trees work correctly on any BST, but they additionally have the property that if the
input trees are random BSTs, the output tree is also a random BST. This gives us two
correctness properties for each operation: a deterministic one and a probabilistic one. The
former is trivial to show in all cases, whereas the latter usually requires some lengthy (but
fairly straightforward) manipulations in the Giry monad. Each probabilistic theorem actually
implies its deterministic counterpart since the support of random_bst is the set of all BSTs,
but it is convenient to already have access to the deterministic version when proving the
probabilistic one and the deterministic ones are very easy to prove. We therefore always first
proved the deterministic ones and then the probabilistic ones.

Let us now first look at the implementation of the operations themselves. For a more
didactic and informal introduction,we refer the reader to the original presentation byMartínez
andRoura [27].WhileMartínez andRoura present the algorithms in aC-like imperative style,
we will again show them in a functional Giry-monad presentation that is very close to the
definitions in Isabelle.

6.1 Auxiliary Operations

Following Martínez and Roura, we first need to define three auxiliary functions to split and
join BSTs.
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6.1.1 Splitting

The first function splits a BST into two halves w. r. t. a key x that may or may not be in the
tree:

Definition 8 (Splitting a BST)

split_bst ::α → α tree → α tree × α tree

split_bst x 〈〉 = (〈〉, 〈〉)
split_bst x 〈l, y, r〉 =

if y < x then

let (t1, t2) = split_bst x r in (〈l, y, t1〉, t2)
else if y > x then

let (t1, t2) = split_bst x l in (t1, 〈t2, y, r〉)
else (l, r)

Theorem 6 (Correctness of Splitting) The deterministic correctness property here simply
means that if this function is applied to a BST t, it returns a pair of BSTs (l, r) consisting of
all the elements that are strictly smaller (resp. strictly greater) than x. In Isabelle notation:

bst l ∧ set_tree l = {y ∈ set_tree t | y < x} ∧
bst r ∧ set_tree r = {y ∈ set_tree t | y > x}

The probabilistic correctness property states that if the function is applied to a random BST,
it will again return a pair of two independent random BSTs:

map_pmf (split_bst x) (rbst A) =
pair_pmf (rbst {y ∈ A | y < x}) (rbst {y ∈ A | y > x})

6.1.2 Joining

Next, we define a kind of inverse operation for split_bst that computes the union of two
BSTs t1 and t2 under the precondition that all values in t1 are strictly smaller than those in
t2. The idea is essentially to build up the tree top-down, tossing a weighted coin in each step
to determine whether to insert a branch from t1 or from t2 as the next element:

Definition 9 (Joining two MR trees)

mrbst_join :: α tree → α tree → α tree pmf

mrbst_join 〈〉 t2 = return t2

mrbst_join t1 〈〉 = return t1

mrbst_join t1 t2 =
do {

b ← bernoulli_pmf

( |t1|
|t1| + |t2|

)

if b then do {
let 〈l, x, r〉 = t1
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r ′ ← mrbst_join r t2
return 〈l, x, r ′〉

} else do {
let 〈l, x, r〉 = t2

l ′ ← mrbst_join t1 l

return 〈l ′, x, r〉
}

}
Theorem 7 (Correctness of Joining) The deterministic correctness theorem for mrbst_join
is the following: Let t1 and t2 be BSTs such that all elements in t1 are strictly smaller than
all elements in t2. Furthermore, let t be a tree in the support of mrbst_join t1 t2. Then:

bst t ∧ set_tree t = set_tree t1 ∪ set_tree t2

As for the probabilistic theorem: Let A and B be two finite sets with ∀x∈A, y∈B. x < y.
Then:

do {t1 ← rbst A; t2 ← rbst B; mrbst_join t1 t2} = rbst (A ∪ B)

From now on, we will not print the deterministic correctness theorems anymore since they
are always analogous to the probabilistic ones and not very interesting.

6.1.3 Pushdown

The function mrbst_join is an inverse operation to split_bst x if x is not present in the tree.
However, we will also need an inverse operation for the case that x is present in the tree.
FollowingMartínez and Roura, this operation is calledmrbst_push_down l x r . The situation
where it is used can also be thought of like this: as we have noted before (in Lemma 3), the
distribution rbst A for a non-empty set A can be decomposed like this:

do {x ← pmf_of_set A; l ← rbst {y ∈ A | y < x};
r ← rbst {y ∈ A | y > x}; return 〈l, x, r〉} (2)

Now suppose we do not choose x at random, but rather do the above for a fixed x ∈ A, i. e.
we know what the root is, but the rest is random:

do {l ← rbst {y ∈ A | y < x}; r ← rbst {y ∈ A | y > x}; return 〈l, x, r〉} (3)

The purpose ofmrbst_push_down is then to transform the ‘almost random BST’ distribution
described by (3) into the ‘proper random BST’ distribution described by (2). In a sense,
mrbst_push_down allows us to forget what the root is.

The definition of mrbst_push_down is similar to mrbst_join except that we now have a
three-way split: In every step, we toss a weighted ‘three-sided coin’ to determine whether to
insert a branch from l, a branch from r , or x itself (which stops the recursion):

Definition 10 (Pushdown of MR trees)

mrbst_push_down ::α tree → α → α tree → α tree pmf

mrbst_push_down l x r =
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do {
k ← pmf_of_set {0 . . . |l| + |r |}
if k < |l| then do {

let 〈ll, y, lr〉 = l

r ′ ← mrbst_push_down lr x r

return 〈ll, y, r ′〉
} else if k < |l| + |r | then do {

let 〈rl, y, rr〉 = r

l ′ ← mrbst_push_down l x rl

return 〈l ′, y, rr〉
} else return 〈l, x, r〉

}
Theorem 8 (Correctness of Pushdown) Let x be an element and A and B be finite sets with
∀y∈A. y < x and ∀y∈B. y > x. Then:

do {l ← rbst A; r ← rbst B; mrbst_push_down l x r} = rbst ({x} ∪ A ∪ B)

6.2 Main Operations

We now turn towards the main operations: insertion, deletion, union, intersection, and dif-
ference. We begin with the last two.

6.2.1 Intersection and Difference

Unlike Martínez & Roura, we have unified intersection and difference of two MR trees into
a single algorithm in order to avoid a duplication of proofs. The definition is fairly simple
and uses the auxiliary operations we have defined so far:5

Definition 11 (Intersection and Difference of MR Trees)

mrbst_inter_diff :: bool → α tree → α tree → α tree pmf

mrbst_inter_diff b 〈〉 t2 = return 〈〉
mrbst_inter_diff b 〈l1, x, r1〉 t2 =

do {
let (l2, r2) = split_bst x t2

l ← mrbst_inter_diff b l1 l2
r ← mrbst_inter_diff b r1 r2
if (x ∈ t2) = b then return 〈l, x, r〉 else mrbst_join l r

}
Choosing b := True yields the intersection of t1 and t2; choosing b := False yields their
difference.

5 Note that for efficient implementation, the test x ∈ t2 does not actually have to traverse the tree again; one
can simply modify split_bst such that it also returns (at no extra cost) a Boolean indicating whether the key x
was in the tree or not. This is also how it is defined in Isabelle.
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Theorem 9 (Correctness of Intersection and Difference)

do {t1 ← rbst A; t2 ← rbst B; mrbst_inter_diff True t1 t2} = rbst (A ∩ B)

do {t1 ← rbst A; t2 ← rbst B; mrbst_inter_diff False t1 t2} = rbst (A \ B)

6.2.2 Union

The union of two MR trees is somewhat trickier to define:

Definition 12 (Union of MR trees)

mrbst_union :: α tree → α tree → α tree pmf

mrbst_union 〈〉 t2 = return t2

mrbst_union t1 〈〉 = return t1

mrbst_union t1 t2 =
do {

let 〈l1, x, r1〉 = t1 and 〈l2, x, r2〉 = t2

b ← bernoulli_pmf
( |t1||t1|+|t2|

)

if b then do {
let (l ′2, r ′

2) = split_bst x t2

l ← mrbst_union l1 l
′
2

r ← mrbst_union r1 r
′
2

return 〈l, x, r〉
} else do {

let (l ′1, r ′
1) = split_bst y t1

l ← mrbst_union l ′1 l2
r ← mrbst_union r ′

1 r2

if y ∈ t1 then mrbst_push_down l y r else return 〈l, y, r〉
}

}
Theorem 10 (Correctness of Union)

do {t1 ← rbst A; t2 ← rbst B; mrbst_union t1 t2} = rbst (A ∪ B)

6.2.3 Derived Operations

We omit the definitions of the insertion and deletion algorithms here since they are just
specialised and ‘inlined’ versions of the union and difference algorithms with the first (resp.
second) input taken to be a singleton tree 〈〈〉, x, 〈〉〉. This is also how the correctness of
insertion and deletion was shown in Isabelle: The algorithms were defined recursively just
like given by Roura & Martínez. Then, we show

mrbst_insert x t = mrbst_union 〈〈〉, x, 〈〉〉 t
mrbst_delete x t = mrbst_inter_diff False t 〈〈〉, x, 〈〉〉
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by a straightforward (and fully automatic) induction, so that the correctness results for
mrbst_union and mrbst_inter_diff carry over directly.

6.3 Proofs

The correctness proofs are all fairly straightforward and—save for one exception that we will
discuss later—purely compositional. By compositional, we mean that one simply rearranges
and rewrites parts of the expression on the left-hand side until one reaches the right-hand
side, as opposed to proving equality by a ‘brute force’ computation of the probabilities.
This compositional nature makes the proofs much easier to follow. Indeed, although the
declarative nature of Isabelle’s proof language Isar and the large sub-expressions that occur
make them rather large, the Isabelle proofs are fairly readable and comparable to a detailed
pen-and-paper proof of the same statement.

The key ingredients in the proofs are again the recurrence equation for rbst (Lemma 3)
and the fact that choosing uniformly at random from a disjoint union A ∪ B can be replaced
by tossing a coin weighted with |A|

|A|+|B| and then choosing uniformly at random either from
A (for heads) or from B (for tails):

Lemma 7 Let A ∩ B = ∅, A ∪ B �= ∅, and define p := |A|
|A|+|B| . Then:

pmf_of_set (A ∪ B) = do {b ← bernoulli_pmf p;
if b then pmf_of_set A else pmf_of_set B}

Proof By extensionality (i. e. computing the probabilities of each side). ��

Similarly, a uniform random choice from a disjoint union of three sets A, B, and C can be
replaced by choosing a number k between 0 and |A| + |B| + |C | − 1 and then distinguishing
the three cases k < |A| , |A| ≤ k < |A| + |B| , and k ≥ |A| + |B|.

Apart from this, the proofs are mostly a matter of rearranging in the Giry monad using
the basic monad laws in addition to commutativity

do {x ← A; y ← B; C x y} = do {y ← B; x ← A; C x y}
and the absorption property

do {x ← A; B} = B

where A does not depend on y and B does not depend on x .
Martínez and Roura actually gave some sketches of formal correctness proofs, using an

algebraic notation for probabilistic programs that they developed (they were apparently not
aware of the Giry monad). Their notation is very similar to the Giry monad, except that no
distinction is made between deterministic and randomised operations and the monadic bind
and return are fully implicit. They give proof sketches for some of the MR tree operations,
but parts of them are rather vague. It seems that their intent was more to use the notation to
state their correctness theorems in a rigorous formal way than to give rigorous formal proofs.

Notational differences aside, the main other difference to our proofs is that they shift most
of their reasoning from the realm of random BSTs to that of random permutations. It seems
that their approach works as well; we do not know if either way is significantly more or less
difficult, but we suspect it does not make much of a difference.
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6.3.1 Correctness Proof for ‘Join’

As a representative example, we will show the proof for the joining operation here. The other
proofs all follow a very similar approach and are very straightforward.

Proof The proof is an induction following the recursive definition of mrbst_join. The base
cases are trivial; in the induction step, we have to show

rbst (A ∪ B) = do {t1 ← rbst A; t2 ← rbst B; mrbst_join t1 t2}
for non-empty sets A and B where all elements of A are strictly smaller than all elements of
B.Wewill show this by successively rewriting the right-hand side: Let us define p := |A|

|A|+|B|
and note that |t1| = |A| and |t2| = |B|.We then unfold one step of the definition ofmrbst_join
(see Definition 9) and note that the right-hand side simplifies to:

do {
t1 ← rbst A; t2 ← rbst B; b ← bernoulli_pmf p

if b then do {
let 〈l, x, r〉 = t1; r ′ ← mrbst_join r t2; return 〈l, x, r ′〉

} else do {
let 〈l, x, r〉 = t2; l ′ ← mrbst_join t1 l; return 〈l ′, x, r〉

}
}

Using distributivity of if and commutativity, we obtain:

b ← bernoulli_pmf p

if b then do {
t1 ← rbst A; let 〈l, x, r〉 = t1;
t2 ← rbst B; r ′ ← mrbst_join r t2; return 〈l, x, r ′〉

} else do {
t2 ← rbst B; let 〈l, x, r〉 = t2;
t1 ← rbst A; l ′ ← mrbst_join t1 l; return 〈l ′, x, r〉

}
Using the recurrence relation for rbst (Lemma 3), we obtain:

b ← bernoulli_pmf p

if b then do {
x ← pmf_of_set A; l ← rbst {y ∈ A | y < x}; r ← rbst {y ∈ A | y > x};
t2 ← rbst B; r ′ ← mrbst_join r t2; return 〈l, x, r ′〉

} else do {
x ← pmf_of_set B; l ← rbst {y ∈ B | y < x}; r ← rbst {y ∈ B | y > x};
t1 ← rbst A; l ′ ← mrbst_join t1 l; return 〈l ′, x, r〉

}
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Let us now focus on the ‘then’ branch. We can rearrange this to

x ← pmf_of_set A; l ← rbst {y ∈ A | y < x};
r ′ ← do {r ← rbst {y ∈ A | y > x}; t2 ← rbst B; r ′ ← mrbst_join r t2};
return 〈l, x, r ′〉

By induction hypothesis, the second line can be simplified to

r ′ ← rbst ({y ∈ A | y > x} ∪ B) .

Moreover, since all elements of A are smaller than all elements in B by assumption, we have

{y ∈ A ∪ B | y < x} = {y ∈ A | y < x}
{y ∈ A ∪ B | y > x} = {y ∈ A | y > x} ∪ B

so that the ‘then’ branch is now:

x ← pmf_of_set A; l ← rbst {y ∈ A ∪ B | y < x}; r ← rbst {y ∈ A ∪ B | y > x}
return 〈l, x, r〉

With analogous reasoning for the ‘else’ branch, we get:

b ← bernoulli_pmf p

if b then do {
x ← pmf_of_set A; l ← rbst {y ∈ A ∪ B | y < x}; r ← rbst {y ∈ A ∪ B | y > x};
return 〈l, x, r〉

} else do {
x ← pmf_of_set B; l ← rbst {y ∈ A ∪ B | y < x}; r ← rbst {y ∈ A ∪ B | y > x};
return 〈l, x, r〉

}
The two branches now only differ in that the first one chooses x ← pmf _of _set A while the
second one chooses x ← pmf _of _set B.We rearrange using commutativity and distributivity
of if to obtain:

b ← bernoulli_pmf p; x ← (if b then pmf_of_set A else pmf_of_set B);
l ← rbst {y ∈ A ∪ B | y < x}; r ← rbst {y ∈ A ∪ B | y > x};
return 〈l, x, r〉

Since b only occurs in the first line, we can use the monad laws and absorption to rewrite the
first line to

x ← do {b ← bernoulli_pmf p; if b then pmf_of_set A else pmf_of_set B} ,

which, by Lemma 7, is equivalent to x ← pmf _of _set (A ∪ B) so that we now have:

do {
x ← pmf_of_set (A ∪ B)

l ← rbst {y ∈ A ∪ B | y < x}
r ← rbst {y ∈ A ∪ B | y > x}
return 〈l, x, r〉

}
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By the recurrence equation for rbst (Lemma 3), this is simply rbst (A ∪ B). ��
While the proofs for the other operations all differ from one another significantly, the

general strategy is always the same:

1. push everything into the conditional (apart from the coin flip on which the conditional
depends, of course)

2. rearrange all branches in order to apply the induction hypothesis
3. rearrange all branches so that they only differ in the first step
4. extract that first step and ‘merge’ it with the initial coin flip

6.3.2 Correctness Proof for ‘Union’

The only operation whose proof is slightly more complicated is the union operation. We will
skip the beginning of the proof and delve straight into the difficult part: Recall Definition 12.
Following the approach outlined above, we rewrite the right-hand side of the recursive case
and eventually arrive at the following expression:

do {
b ← bernoulli_pmf p

if b then do {
x ← pmf_of_set A

l ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z < x}; r ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z > x}
return 〈l, x, r〉

} else do {
x ← pmf_of_set B

l ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z < x}; r ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z > x}
if x ∈ A then mrbst_push_down l x r else return 〈l, x, r〉

}
}

In order to proceed, the case distinction over x ∈ Amust be eliminated. Since the ‘x /∈ A’ case
of the ‘else’ branch is identical to the ‘then’ branch, it seems a reasonable goal to merge these
two. The route we followed for this was to again split the uniform choice x ← pmf _of _set B
with a coin flip followed by a uniform choice from A ∩ B resp. B \ A. The weight q of the
coin flip must be |A ∩ B|/|B|. We now have:

do {
b1 ← bernoulli_pmf p

if b1 then do {
x ← pmf_of_set A

l ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z < x}; r ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z > x}
return 〈l, x, r〉

} else do {
b2 ← bernoulli_pmf q

if b2 then do {
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x ← pmf_of_set (A ∩ B)

l ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z < x}; r ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z > x}
mrbst_push_down l x r

} else do {
x ← pmf_of_set (B \ A)

l ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z < x}; r ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z > x}
return 〈l, x, r〉

}
}

}
After some rearrangement, we obtain:

do {
(b1, b2) ← pair_pmf (bernoulli_pmf p) (bernoulli_pmf q)

if b1 ∨ ¬b2 then do {
x ← (if b1 then pmf_of_set A else pmf_of_set (B \ A))

l ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z < x}; r ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z > x}
return 〈l, x, r〉

} else do {
x ← pmf_of_set (A ∩ B)

l ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z < x}; r ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z > x}
mrbst_push_down l x r

}
}

Applying the correctness theorem for the pushdown operation and discarding the now unused
bind x ← pmf _of _set (A ∩ B), the ‘else’ branch simplifies to just rbst (A ∪ B) as desired.
To continue simplifying the other branch, we modify the pair of Booleans chosen in the first
step by drawing them directly from the distribution

map_pmf (λ(b1, b2). (b1 ∨ ¬b2, b1))

(pair_pmf (bernoulli_pmf p) (bernoulli_pmf q))

which can be shown to be equal to

do {
b1 ← bernoulli_pmf (1 − (1 − p)q)

b2 ← (if b1 then bernoulli_pmf (|A|/|A ∪ B|) else return False)

return (b1, b2)

}
by a simple ‘brute force’ extensionality argument. One could also make this argument by
using conditional probability explicitly, but in this simple situation, the brute force argument
is probably shorter.
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We then have the expression

do {
b1 ← bernoulli_pmf (1 − (1 − p)q)

b2 ← (if b1 then bernoulli_pmf (|A|/|A ∪ B|) else return False)

if b1 then do {
x ← (if b2 then pmf_of_set A else pmf_of_set (B \ A))

l ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z < x}; r ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z > x}
return 〈l, x, r〉

} else rbst (A ∪ B)

}
which can be rearranged to:

do {
b1 ← bernoulli_pmf (1 − (1 − p)q)

if b1 then do {
b2 ← bernoulli_pmf (|A|/|A ∪ B|)
x ← (if b2 then pmf_of_set A else pmf_of_set (B \ A))

l ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z < x}; r ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z > x}
return 〈l, x, r〉

} else rbst (A ∪ B)

}
Applying Lemma 7 to the disjoint union A ∪ (B \ A) yields

do {
b1 ← bernoulli_pmf (1 − (1 − p)q)

if b1 then do {
x ← A ∪ B

l ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z < x}; r ← rbst {z ∈ A ∪ B | z > x}
return 〈l, x, r〉

} else rbst (A ∪ B)

}
and with a final application of the recurrence relation Lemma 3, the entire expression sim-
plifies to rbst (A ∪ B) as desired. ��

6.4 Proof Automation

Due to the higher-order nature of the monadic bind operation, normalising such expressions
is too difficult for Isabelle’s simplifier. Applying the simplifier naïvely can often lead to
non-termination. We therefore used a proof method developed by Schneider et al. [36] that
partially solves this problem. It works for PMFs only (since monadic operations on general
measures cannot be rearranged so easily due to side conditions) and was not available when
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the work described in the first few sections was done, so we only used it for the proofs
about MR trees. Unfortunately, their method is not complete (which they do mention in
their article) and there were occasional situations in our proofs that actually exposed this
incompleteness: It e. g. fails to prove the following statement (which is obviously true in a
commutative monad) as it considers both sides to be in ‘normal form’:

do {a ← f A; b ← f B; c ← D b; d ← f C; F a c d} =
do {b ← f B; c ← D b; a ← f A; d ← f C; F a c d}

We believe that a more involved approach to normalise such expressions could potentially
solve this problem. Let us briefly sketch this idea here: A monadic expression can be trans-
formed into a kind of rooted ordered DAG where

– the nodes are the monadic computations (e. g. a ← f A above)
– each node has one edge for each monadically bound variable that appears in it, ordered

left-to-right (e. g. F a c d would have three children: the nodes corresponding toa ← f A,
c ← D b, etc.)

– the root is the ‘result’, i. e. the F a c d above).

Then, a canonical reordering of the expression can be computed using a post-order traversal
of the DAG.

‘Unused’ bindsmake the situationmore difficult since they lead to additional roots without
an obvious canonical ordering—however, this problem is only relevant for monads that do
not have the previously-mentioned absorption property (e. g. monads that can ‘fail’, like the
option and set monads). For the Giry monad, this particular problem does not occur.

A complication of practical importance that does occur, however, is dealing with control
flow structures like case and if that distribute over monadic binds. It is not clear to us what
a complete method that also incorporates these properties could look like.

7 RelatedWork

The earliest analysis of randomised algorithms in a theorem prover was probably by Hurd
[21] in theHOL system,whomodelled themby assuming the existence of an infinite sequence
of random bits which programs can consume. He used this approach to formalise the Miller–
Rabin primality test.

Audebaud and Paulin-Mohring [2] created a shallowly-embedded formalisation of (dis-
crete) randomised algorithms in Coq and demonstrated its usage on two examples. Barthe et
al. [3] used this framework and their probabilistic relational Hoare logic (pRHL) to imple-
ment the CertiCrypt system to write machine-checked cryptographic proofs for a deeply
embedded imperative language with ‘while’ loops. Petcher and Morrisett [34] developed a
similar framework called FCF, which is instead based on a semi-shallow monadic embed-
ding.

There are many similarities between these approaches and ours, but unlike them, our prob-
abilistic expressions are written directly in the logic of Isabelle/HOL without any underlying
notion of ‘program’ or ‘expression’. Consequently, we do not use any kind of program logic
either. Moreover, in contrast to Barthe et al., we use recursion instead of loops—which is
essential for algorithms such asQuickSort, which do not have a straightforward non-recursive
formulation.

Lochbihler [26] developed another similar framework in Isabelle/HOL which is much
closer to our approach. Like we, he uses PMFs directly in the logic without any embedding,
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although he also introduces some additional explicit embeddings that are specific to the
domain of cryptography. He also provides a more in-depth comparison of the expressiveness
of his approach and other systems like CertiCrypt and FCF that also applies to our work.

There are two major differences between these last three approaches and ours: First of
all, all of them focus heavily on cryptographic algorithms and protocols. Second, they use
relational reasoning. Although Isabelle’s measure theory library does support relational rea-
soning, we did not make any use of it since all of our reasoning can be done comfortably
using only equality of distributions. This can, of course, be seen as relational reasoning as
well, but we do not believe there is any benefit in doing so.

The expected running timeof randomisedquicksort (possibly including repeated elements)
was first analysed in a theorem prover by van derWeegen andMcKinna [42] using Coq. They
proved the upper bound 2n�log2 n�, whereas we actually proved the closed-form result 2(n+
1)Hn − 4n and its precise asymptotics. Although their paper’s title mentions ‘average-case
complexity’, they, in fact, only treat the expected running time of the randomised algorithm
in their paper. They did, however, later add a separate proof of an upper bound for the
average-case of deterministic quicksort to their GitHub repository. Unlike us, they allow lists
to have repeated elements even in the average case, but they proved the expectation bounds
separately and independently, while we assumed that there are no repeated elements, but
showed something stronger, namely that the distributions are exactly the same, allowing us
to reuse the results from the randomised case.

Kaminski et al. [22] presented a Hoare-style calculus for analysing the expected running
time of imperative programs and used it to analyse a one-dimensional random walk and
the Coupon Collector problem. Hölzl [18] formalised this approach in Isabelle and found a
mistake in their proof of the random walk in the process.

At the same time as our work and independently, Tassarotti and Harper [40] gave a
Coq formalisation of a cookbook-like theorem based on work by Karp [23] that is able to
provide tail bounds for a certain class of randomised recurrences such as the number of
comparisons in quicksort and the height of a random BST. In contrast to the expectation
results we proved, such bounds are very difficult to obtain on a case-by-case basis, which
makes such a cookbook-like result particularly useful.

Outside the world of theorem provers, other approaches exist for automating the analysis
of such algorithms: Probabilistic model checkers like PRISM [25] can check safety proper-
ties and compute expectation bounds. The 	ϒΩ system by Flajolet et al. [13] conducts a
fully automatic analysis of average-case running time for a restricted variety of (determin-
istic) programs. Chatterjee et al. [5] developed a method for deriving bounds of the shape
O(ln n), O(n), or O(n ln n) for certain recurrences that are relevant to average-case analysis
automatically and applied it to a number of interesting examples, including quicksort.

8 Conclusion

We have closed a number of important gaps in the formalisation of classic probabilistic
algorithms related to binary search trees, including the thorny case of treaps, which requires
measure theory. Up to that point we claim that these formalisations are readable (the defini-
tions thanks to the Giry monad and the proofs thanks to Isar [43]), but for treaps this becomes
debatable: the issue of measurability makes proofs and definitions significantly more cum-
bersome and less readable. Although existing automation for measurability is already very
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helpful, there is still room for improvement. Moreover, the construction of the measurable
space of trees generalises to other data types and could be automated.

All of our work so far has been at the functional level, but it would be desirable to refine
it to the imperative level in a modular way. The development of the necessary theory and
infrastructure is future work.
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